Recently, web users feel difficult to find the desired information on the internet despite a lot of useful information since it takes more time and effort to find it. In order to solve this problem, the query expansion is considered as a new alternative. It is the process of reformulating a query to improve retrieval performance in information retrieval operations. Although there are a few techniques of query expansion, synonym identification is one of them. Therefore, this paper proposes the method to measure the semantic similarity between two words by using the keyword-based web documents. The formal concept analysis and our proposed expansion algorithm are used to estimate the similarity between two words. To evaluate the performance of our method, we conducted two experiments. As the results, the average of similarity between synonym pairs is much higher than random pairs. Also, our method shows the remarkable performance in comparison with other method. Therefore, the suggested method in this paper has the contribution to find the synonym among a lot of candidate words.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the useful information on the internet has been increasing due to the rapid development of web. However, users feel difficult to find the desired information on the internet because it takes more time and efforts. In order to solve this problem, the query expansion is considered as a new alternative. It helps user to find the desired results and improve the effectiveness of retrieval. As the process of reformulating a query, the query expansion improves retrieval performance in information retrieval operations (Vechtomova and Wang, 2006) . Thus, in the search engines, it involves evaluating a user's input and expanding the search query to match additional documents. Even if there are a few techniques of the query expansion, the synonym identification is one of them.
Finding synonym on the basis of subjective intuitions is considered as a daunting task. This is the reason of that it is hard to define the synonym due to a property that has no clear-cut boundaries (Baroni and Bisi, 2004) . Therefore, this paper proposes the method to automatically measure how much two words have the semantically similar relation by using keyword-based web documents.
There are a lot of web documents which have tagged words like papers. Therefore, this paper applied the paper keywords to calculate the similarity between two words through the formal concept analysis (FCA).
The next section introduces the related work of the formal concept analysis and other similarity measurements. The section 3 provides a detailed explanation of methodology to measure similarity between two words. The section 4 presents the result of experiments to evaluate performance of our method. Finally, we draw the conclusion and suggest future work in the section 5.
RELATED WORKS

Formal Concept Analysis
The formal concept analysis is a mathematical approach which is used for conceptual data analysis (Ganter et al., 2005) . It has been studied in diverse fields such as data mining, conceptual modelling, software engineering, social networking and the semantic web (Alqadah and Bhatnagar, 2011) . It is good to analyse and manage structured data (Wormuth and Becker, 2004) . Thus, it helps user to structure an interest domain (Ganter et al., 1997 , Wille, 2009 ). It models the world of data through the use of objects and attributes (Cole and Eklund, 1999) . Ganter et al.(1999) applied the concept lattice from the formal concept analysis. This approach has an advantage that users can refine their query by searching well-structured graphs. These graphs, known as formal concept lattice, are composed of a set of documents and a set of terms. Effectively, it reduces the task of setting bound restrictions for managing the number of documents to be retrieved required (Tam, 2004) .
Related Works of Similarity Measure between Two Words
Traditionally, a number of approaches to find synonym have been published. The methodology to automatically discover synonym from large corpora have been popular topic in a variety of language processing (Sánchez and Moreno, 2005 , Senellart and Blondel, 2008 , Blondel and Senellart, 2011 , Van der Plas and Tiedemann, 2006 . There are two kinds of approaches to identify synonyms. The first kind of approaches uses a general dictionary (Wu and Zhou, 2003) . In the area of synonym extraction, it is common to use lexical information in dictionary (Veronis and Ide, 1990) . In dictionary-based case, a similarity is decided on definition of each word in a dictionary. This kind of approaches is conducted through learning algorithm based on information in the dictionary (Lu et al., 2010 , Vickrey et al., 2010 . Wu and Zhou (2003) proposed a method of synonym identification by using bilingual dictionary and corpus. The bilingual approach works on as follows: Firstly, the bilingual dictionary is used to translate the target word. Secondly, the authors used two bilingual corpora that mean precisely the same. And then, they calculated the probability of the coincidence degree. The result of the bilingual method is remarkable in comparison with the monolingual cases. Another research builds a graph of lexical information from a dictionary. The method to compute similarity for each word is limited to nearby words of graph. This similarity measurement was evaluated on a set of related terms (Ho and Fairon, 2004) .
The second kind of approaches to identity synonym considers context of the target word and computes a similarity of lexical distributions from corpus (Lin, 1998) . In the case of distributional approaches, a similarity is decided on context. Thus, it is important to compute how much similar words are in a corpus. The approach of distributional similarity for synonym identification is used in order to find related words (Curran and Moens, 2002) . There has been many works to measure similarity of words, such as distributional similarity (Lin et al., 2003) . Landauer and Dumais (1997) proposed a similarity measurement to solve TOEFL tests of synonym by using latent semantic analysis (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) . Lin (1998) proposed several methodologies to identify the most probable candidate among similar words by using a few distance measures. Turney (2001) presented PMI and IR method which is calculated by data from the web. He evaluated this measure on the TOEFL test in which the system has to select the most probable candidate of the synonym among 4 words. Lin et al. (2003) proposed two ways of finding synonym among distributional related words. The first way is looking over the overlap in translated texts of semantically similar words in multiple bilingual dictionaries. The second is to look through designed patterns so as to filter out antonyms.
There are a lot of researches for measuring similarity to identify the synonym. However, the use of dictionary has been applied to a specific task or domain (Turney, 2001) . Hence, these existing researches are hard to be applied in the changeable web. And, the context-based similarity method deals with unstructured web documents and it takes much time to analysis since it needs to pre-treatment such as morphological analysis. Therefore, this paper proposes a methodology to automatically measure the semantically similar relation between two words by using keyword-based structured data from web.
METHOD TO MEASURE SIMILARITY
In this section, we demonstrate the method to measure semantic similarity between two distinct words. This paper defined the 'query' as the target word that we would like to compute the semantic similarity. A pair of queries is defined as , which is the set of two different words and .
The overall procedure to estimate semantic similarity between two queries of Q is composed of three phases as shown in the Figure 1 ; preprocessing, analysis and calculation phase. In the preprocessing phase, base data for the analysis are collected and refined on each query. Let us assume that the query pair is Q= (contamination, pollution) . The set of web documents for each queries contamination and pollution are collected respectively. The formal context for each query is constructed based on the set of collected web documents, tags and binary relations. Finally, the generated formal contexts are refined according to two rules which are introduced in the section 3.1.2. In the analysis phase, we apply FCA and expansion algorithm to each refined formal context. Implicit concepts from formal concept are derived through the expansion algorithm which helps us to compare queries in-depth. In the final phase, we calculate the semantic similarity of the pair of queries. On the basis of expanded formal concepts, we can examine how many concepts are duplicated by considering the matching concepts.
Preprocessing Phase
In order to measure the similarity between two queries, web documents which have the keywords should be collected on each query. And the keywords of collected documents should include the query. From these documents, we can get information about relation between documents and tagged words and also can make the formal context.
Generation of the Formal Context
A formal context is represented through a two-dimensional matrix X. In general, the column and row of X indicate objects and attributes respectively. An object is a collected web document and an attribute is one of the tagged words. Table 1 shows the example of the formal context given the Q = (contamination, pollution). The checkmarks in the table mean whether the object contains attributes or not. In the case of , as shown in Table 1 , the document has four attributes such as contamination, insulators, solutions and flashover. The each set of attributes and objects are defined as follows: {contamination, insulators, humidity, solutions, flashover, power lines}
{pollution, insulators, etching, solutions, falshover, iron}
is the set of attributes and is the set of objects when is given. is composed of tags from the collected documents and consists of the documents which is represented . 
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Refinement of the Formal Context
After two formal contexts are generated, the refinement procedure is required for two reasons. Our research supposes that the more semantically similar relation two queries have, the more matching tagged words they have. This study ultimately wants to know how many words are matched between tagged words from two queries. Therefore, the attribute which is the same with query is unnecessary in this comparison procedure. The first refinement rule is to remove 'query' from attribute set A, and then, the second rule is to remove attributes which are contained in less than two documents. The reason is that these attributes have relatively weak effects to this method, and also it is helpful to save the process time and system cost by reducing the size of formal context. The summary of refinement procedure is as follows:
1. Removing the query from (the set of attributes). 2. Removing the attributes contained in less than two web documents. Table 2 is an example of refined context when the query is contamination and pollution. Because the contamination is given by , the attribute contamination is removed by rule 1. For the same reason, the attribute pollution is also removed. Since the number of web documents contained in etching is less than 2, the attribute etching is removed by rule 2. 
Analysis Phase
In this section, we introduce the analysis phase of this method. First, the formal concept analysis is conducted based on each formal context on and . However, a concept from the formal concept analysis has only a few implicit concepts. Thus, we expand the formal concepts through our proposed expansion algorithm.
Formal Concept Analysis
To measure the similarity between the two queries, formal concept analysis should be performed on each formal context of and . According to these analysis procedures, two sets of formal concepts are generated by using formal concept analysis (Ganter et al., 1997) . When the query is given, a set of formal concepts is generated by formal concept analysis as follows:
In this equation, S is the set of formal concepts and is the k th formal concept. And, n is the number of formal concepts from the formal context. A formal concept is composed of an intent and extent as demonstrated in (6):
In this formula, is an intent of the and is an extent. The intent is subset of the attribute set which is the keyword set. And, extent is subset of object set which is the set of documents. Every object in has every attribute in by the property of formal concept analysis. Thus, is a concept that implicates that the objects in have the common attributes in .
From a set of formal concepts, we can get each set of intent on certain query. A set of is denoted as : 
An element of is subset of and intent of each formal concepts. This set of intents is used when we calculate similarity between two set of formal concepts.
Expansion Algorithm
There are a few implicit concepts in a formal concept. Let us assume that a concept has the subsets of intent of other concepts. If it has the same extent each other, it is not generated by formal concept analysis. Therefore, we need to expand formal concept in order to compare them in depth. The detail procedure is as follows: 1. Find a formal concept (FC) which has the most size of intent from the set of formal concepts (FCS).
Get an extent (EXT) and intent (INT) from the FC.
3. Generate the subset of FC of which size is n-1 when the size of intent is n, and define it as INTS.
Confirm whether INTS[i](an element of INTS) is in the FCS.
If it isn't, add the expanded concept which has INTS [i] and EXT.
6. Repeat this procedure until all of the formal concepts are expanded.
Firstly, the algorithm finds a formal concept which has the largest intent size. It is represented by the dotted outline in result of FCA in Figure 2 . The intent size of this concept is 3, so generate subset of which size is 2. Then 3 subsets of an intent like {solutions, flashover}, {solutions, insulators} and {flashover, insulators} are made. Among these subsets, a subset {solutions, insulators} doesn't exist in original set of formal concepts. Therefore, a new concept which consists of {solutions, insulators}, { } could be generated.
If the formal concepts go through expansion procedure, some concepts are generated. The Figure  3 shows examples of the expanded concepts lattice. The coloured boxes are the newly generated concepts. In this figure, (a) is a concept lattice of a context when the query is contamination. There are 6 concepts made by expansion. And, (b) is a concept lattice of a context when the query is pollution. Two concepts are generated. The expansion of formal concepts is helpful to compare them because implicit concepts can be found.
Calculation Phase
Suppose that there are the two queries denoted by and . The semantic similarity between and is calculated based on comparison of two sets of formal concepts. To compare them, we need to find the duplicated formal concepts.
Matching Formal Concepts
If there are two sets of formal concepts, the concepts which have the same intent are called to 'matching AMethodologytoMeasuretheSemanticSimilaritybetweenWordsbasedontheFormalConceptAnalysis concepts'. In other word, it means that concepts have the same intent from and respectively. In Figure 3 , the concepts marked as bold outline are the matching concepts. When two queries, and , are given, the set of matching concepts is as follows:
is a set of matching concepts and is the z th matching concept. And, c is the number of matching concepts. A matching concept is composed of an intent and two extents as follows:
is the intersection of and . * is the extent when the intent is * and the is given. Also, * is the extent when the intent is also * and the is given. The function MapFunc is a function to find an extent corresponding with a certain intent given query. The formulas are as follows:
Calculation of Semantic Similarity
If we gain the set of matching concepts, we can estimate the similarity between two queries, and . A measure of similarity is defined as:
Similarity
It is the measure to calculate how many concepts are duplicated. In this formula, we multiply the number of intent elements by the number of extent elements because the concepts that have the bigger size of an intent or extent have a great effect on measure. This similarity has range from zero to 100. If the all concepts are the same the similarity is 100. And if 
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there are not duplicated concepts, the result would be zero.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we had the two performance evaluations. Firstly, we compared the similarity between two types of query pairs; one is the set of synonym pairs and the other is based on the randomly selected pairs. Secondly, we used the type of TOEFL synonym questions to verify the performance of this method.
Synonym Pairs Vs. Random Pairs
We prepared the 20 word pairs composed of 10 synonym pairs and 10 random pairs. In order to make formal contexts about queries, we collected papers tagged by each query from the IEEE Xplore website. This paper shows the result of 10 experiments based on synonym pairs. The result of evaluation is shown in Table 3 . The best resulted synonym pair scored as 5.22 is (optimization, optimisation). This pair has six matched formal concepts. We could know that it has the same meaning and significantly similar relation. The worst resulted synonym pair scored as 0.59 is (validation, verification) and has three matching formal concepts. This pair has weak similarity relation. In addition, we have experiment with 10 random pairs. The result is shown in While the average of similarity between synonym pairs is about 2.46, the average of random pairs is about 0.37. And it shows the remarkable difference between two types of pairs. Therefore, the method to measure similarity relation has the contribution to find the synonym among a lot of candidates.
TOEFL Synonym Test
We prepared the 9 TOEFL synonym questions to find the synonym of the target word. One question is composed of a target word and four candidate words. And, we measured the similarity between the target word and each candidate word. In order to compare the performance with the related works, we used the AVMI (Baroni and Bisi, 2004) and cosine similarity to compute similarity. In order to make contexts, we also collect papers from the IEEE Xplore website. And the result of experiments is shown as the Table  5 . Our method has the 100 percentage of correct answers, but the AVMI and cosine similarity had the 78%, 89% performance respectively. It is a remarkable result in comparison with existing researches. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new method to measure the similarity between two queries. The experiment for evaluation shows that the effectiveness of this method is quite persuasive by comparing the semantic similarity of synonym and random pairs and finding the synonym among four candidate words. This method could be used to automatically find synonym from a lot of candidate words. It could cope with the changeable web since it uses the web data.
In the future research, the more experiments based on the larger sized dataset should be conducted. Moreover, we will devise the methodology to automatically generate candidate words to find the correct synonym.
